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PPH1

project preparation

The team needs to define the communication
methods and IT systems:
・BIM platform (common access server, such as
project management system)
・The way of BIM model management and
maintenance
・All of the evidence that shows the accuracy of the
data
・Interoperability of evaluation criteria(such as BIM
standards, individual model criteria)
・Data Exchange Terms(such as the use of an
intermediate format)

PPH2

planning

In Stage PPH2 the followings points are expected:
・When the owner and the designer communicate
with BIM,it is possible to facilitate the consensus.
The return working from the post-process is
considered less because the level that can be
agreed each other or a more detailed because of
possibility of the more images.
・By using BIM, various simulation is facilitated,
various studies are more detailed.
As a result, the part which we can understand after
building becomes less work and can be expected to
improve the quality.
・It is possible to compare to the past project on the
data, so that you can improve the accuracy of
presentation about the cost.
・Since all the data is collected, all the progress of
the data to be made is able to centrally grasp.
It is easy to manage the schedule accurately.
・By creating 3DCG model instead of real model you
can save time because the 3DCG Model
immediately change the data.
When changes are made, the System puts out
further problems which can come up because of
the changes.
・Because all of the cost are related to the models,
you can improve the transparency of the cost to the
customer.

PPH3

PPH4

preparation

・By using BIM to communicate between structure,
design, equipment designers,all interface
problems, maintenance difficulties, the changing
needs due to structural point of view should be
easy and quick to resolve and to review it.
・By using BIM to communicate between design and
builder, you can consider the difficulty of
construction and you can explore low costs.
・When you need to change the model, you can
change it immediately and reflect to the entirely
data, and can easily and accurately grasp problem
related to the changing. As a result, you can
understand more correct cost.
・Because the drawings are created based on the
drawings in the previous phase of this phase, you
can reduce that you accidentally missed the
agreement terms with the owner which is adjusted
in previous phase.
・The model becomes the thing that is approved.
You can grasp the progress situation and
responsibility of the each models.
・The completed BIM model becomes possible to
assess the costs actuality which is related to
construction, also you can give enough detail to
finance the project to lenders such as banks.
In advance you can provide a BIM model to
・Authorities at an early stage in order to check. This makes
you to shorten the final confirmation review period.
Linking the BIM model to the guidelines (such as
・Building Standards Law), you can check it entirely.

Communication

Mangement View

Customer View

・The primary project manager can entirely understand the whole
project status with BIM as project management tool:
・Which section is stacking
・How many per cent of the project is done
・How much the current costs are
・Able to communicate to manager with 3D model
・Easy to view more details of the models
・For the project model administrator:
・Able to administrate model maturity
・Able to review model maturity with 3D model
・Able to communicate to co-worker with 3D model
・Easy to view more details of the models

BIM clearly visualize the design content. For the owner it is
difficult to understand 2D drawings.
However, if you use 3D models, the image of the space will be
clearly to understand even for amateur.
In addition because BIM contains material information or more, it
is easy to understand what the building looks for owner as a
amateur.
In the past, building owners had delegated a lot of judgment to the
designer as expert. In the BIM world, building owners are able to
various decisions along with the designer. Because of to be built
through such processes, it is considered that claim´s after
completion will be less.
In other words, it is possible for owners to have the building main
responsibility for ordering contents.

PPH5

execution

・Conventionally, this stage is the last chance for the
designer to resolve problems which where not
solved at previous stage.
Solving problems in this stage by the designer of
the BIM project is limited by quality control and site
supervision mainly.
・Site supervision must be reduced because all of the
documents which are used by special construction
company´s are integrated into the BIM model,
moreover interface fitting, construction difficulties
and maintenance difficulties have been resolved.
・Professional work has been organized into each
special construction company, because in advance
they are involved in the creation of previous stages.
・Because of the effectively of visualized BIM model,
it is easier for all the stakeholders to understand
the design intent, including the site workers.
・The construction period will be shortened.
・A lot of assembled material is manufactured at the
factory, they are carried just in time to the site and
mounted quickly, it means that waste is reduced,
and safety gets improved.
・Because the construction is done in a more
controlled environment, damage to the
surrounding is reduced.
・The schedule is integrated into BIM model, such as
the adjustment of the planned order and duration.
Deviations from the schedule are visualized.

project closure

Major business of this stage after the building was
completed is to validate the project results to original
plan, and also to share the results among
stakeholders.
・As a result of the project, it becomes easy to verify
whether the original plan was good. Schedule
delay, quality (number of errors), the differences
about cost, and so on.
・Because these information´s are already data, it
will be available in the next project as well.
・If the "completion books" of BIM model are
published to the owner, the BIM model data will be
used in building maintenance for long term.

Technical Communication
・All the team members can use the latest data whenever they work.
・When you need to change the model, you can change it immediately and reflect to
the entirely data and you can easily and accuratelygrasp problems related to the
changing. In addition, it becomes easy to assess the changing influence to the
interferences and additional changes.
・Enhance visualization of simulation functions and results.
The results of various simulations can be visualized. In this sense,
communications with different sections is done smoothly, the description for the
owner can be easy.
In addition, because these data already have cost information, technical analysis,
economic efficiency and workability can be verified at the same time. It means that
it is possible to speed up the project.

Project Stage with BIM

Documentation
・The BIM models drawn in a series of processes
are always related to each model and each stage. It
means you can improve efficient reliability in each
stage.
・Action of review or approval of each document
becomes responsible and managing becomes
easier.

Advantage & Disadvantage

Advantage

・Possibility of front loading
・Optimization of costs
・Optimization of schedule
・Optimization of ecology
・Optimization of safety

Disadvantage

・Initial costs (Hardware, Education of users)
・Standardization
・Reorganization with partner company´s
・Reliability of documents and data
・Necessity of IT system reliability

